CLOUDBOARD
Electrically height adjustable cloudboard systems for interactive projectors

Unique and multi-functional design
The height adjustable
interactive board system
Our electrically height adjustable
interactive classroom boards are
suitable for all walls.
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Integrate speakers

Active loudspeaker system
Cloudspeake, 2 x 30 W
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Holder

The adjustable pylon consists of

for vertical assembly above board

two telescopic aluminum profiles

systems

into which the motor is integrated.

Item no.

SM-HDL

With two buttons on the systems,
the board system can be adjusted
to the height that suits each user.
Advantage of the electrical height
adjustment:

Finger touch
This system is also suitable for finger touch operated projectors

Longer projector light lifespan and

without limitation of the projection size. Above the projection

longer life of the projector itself,

surface is enough space for a finger touch operation module.

as controlled movement protects
expensive technology.

Advantages of central surface and side panels
In contrast to classical interactive white board systems, our
CloudBoard has an enormous advantage – You can work interactively or with white board markers on a stable, mat central surface:
Glare-free mat surface for a perfect projection- and
working result

Board and panels
No more annoying white borders!

Board and panel can be written on with white board markers
and dry wiped

The projection surface of the

All board surfaces are magnetic so you can use all your

CloudBoard is an extraordinary

magnetic work equipment

W/H: 2,07 x 1,30 m. With a
format of 16:10 of the projector

the central surface is completely
illuminated.

Image shows:
CloudBoard EHICLOUDPO with Hitachi projector and fingertouch-module,
see page 115.

Use 100 % of your projector's
performance!
The black frame around the
projection-optimised central surface

For use with finger- and pen operated projectors e.g. of the
following manufacturers

CLOUDBOARD

ensures the best possible contrast
and a pin-sharp image.
The optionally available panels
offer more writing and presentation
surface. The frames of the panels are
black anodized and match the central
surface perfectly.
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